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Summer in the Psalms: The Idolatry of Eating Anxious Bread 
Psalm 127: 1-2 

August 14, 2016 
Dan Hoffman 

~We must not fall prey to the idolatry of eating anxious bread~ 
 

When was the last time you were part of a conversation that included the words “I’ve 
just been so busy lately!”? 
… 
It hasn’t been that long, has it?  Busyness is one of the common denominators that 
lurks behind almost every life in North America these days.  There are just so many 
things that need doing and so little time.  And this is true whether you are a student in 
high school or university or grad school; whether you are an employee or a boss; 
whether you are a mom or a dad; and even whether you are retired.  Everyone is busy.   
 
And in some ways busyness is a great thing.  Busyness means we are getting stuff 
done.  It means we are playing a role in society and this leads to a sense of value that is 
esteemed so much that it is actually socially acceptable to complain about being busy.   
 
And at it’s core this points back to the fact that work is good.  God designed us to work 
and find joy in good productivity.  Adam worked in the garden before sin entered the 
picture1 so work isn’t a curse – to be busy with work is better than to have nothing to do. 
 
But there is a dark side to busyness that has been distorted by sin.   And the surest sign 
that this has happened in your life is that anxiety has entered the picture.   
 
And today the world is full of anxious people.  Students are anxious about earning good 
grades and completing homework.  Adults are anxious about impressing their bosses 
and finishing their reports and keeping their clients and paying the pile of bills and that 
strange pain in the chest.  Anxiety leads to sleepless nights, ulcers, headaches, eating 
too much or too little and any number of other self-medicating excesses.  
 
And anxiety is so common that when a person enters the room who is full of tranquility; 
who works hard but isn’t ragged – the world sits up and takes notice.  And that’s 
because there is something very otherworldly at work inside that person. 
 
To live a life of fulfillment and peace and joy and freedom from anxiety is what every 
human seeks.  And when someone finds it they shine like the light of the world. 
 
Of course this isn’t a mistake.  A life of blessing happens when it is lived in right-
relatedness (righteousness) with the God who designed us and knows how we work 
best.  He’s the manufacturer, and so when His instructions are followed the creation – 
us – works.  And so in the Sermon on the Mount where Jesus outlines what it looks like 
to live the life God designed us to live He says: 

                                            
1
 Genesis 1:28; 2:19-20 
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Therefore I tell you, do not worry about your life, what you will eat or drink; or 
about your body, what you will wear….  Can any one of you by worrying add a 
single hour to your life?...  For the pagans run after all these things and your 
heavenly Father knows that you need them.  But seek first His kingdom and His 
righteousness, and all these things will be given to you as well. (Matthew 6:25-
33) 

 
Jesus says to be anxious is to live disobediently.  In contrast, a life of obedience is one 
that looks out at the worst this world, corrupted by sin, can throw at us – poverty, 
sickness, broken relationships, even death – and while continuing to work hard to bring 
health and wholeness into every situation possible, the life of obedience finds peace.   
 
The prophet Jeremiah said it like this: 

Blessed is the one who trusts in the LORD, whose confidence is in Him. 
(Jeremiah 17:7) 

 
Blessed!  A blessed life is what happens when we place our confidence and trust in 
God.  Now peace and tranquillity isn’t the reward God gives people who obey, it’s 
simply the positive consequence that takes place when we live our lives aligned with 
what our Creator has designed.  
 
So are you anxious?  Are you worried?  Are your finances or relationships in such 
disarray that you are running yourself ragged trying to hold the pieces together?  Are 
you eating anxious bread? 
… 
If you’ve been with us over the summer, you know that we have been spending time in 
the Psalms.  And the Psalms are incredibly special literature.  They aren’t primarily 
theology teachers; they are worship leaders.  They seek to facilitate a personal and 
experiential encounter with the Creator of the Cosmos that will leave us breathless, 
emotionally charged, and both deeply satisfied and desperately hungry to go further up 
and further in.  This is what the Psalms are for. 
 
And today we are in the first couple verses of Psalm 127.  So please go ahead and 
open the Bible on your device or in the pew Bible in front of you.  Please do follow 
along: Psalm 127. 
 
This is a Psalm of Solomon which means it was either written by Solomon, who was 
David’s son and the author of Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs and most of Proverbs, or it 
was written about Solomon.  We don’t know for sure which is the case but I’m going to 
assume that Solomon was the author.  And fitting with Solomon this Psalm is classified 
as wisdom literature, so it contains two poetic songs which are also proverbs.  The first 
is found in verses 1 and 2 and the second in verse 3 to 5.  Now both these psalm 
/proverbs are related to each other but we are only going to deal with the first today. 
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And the proverb expressed in these first two verses is meant to lead us into the 
realization that We must not fall prey to the idolatry of eating anxious bread.  Let’s 
pick it up in verse 1. 
 
[Read Psalm 127:1-2] 
 
Now in these two verses Solomon gives us three pictures that encourage us to throw all 
the cares of our lives into Jesus’ hands afresh trusting that He is sovereign.   
 
So Solomon writes “Unless the LORD – that’s YHWH – builds the house or watches 
over the city all effort is for not.”  Now the first thing you might wonder about this is: Why 
is God building houses and watching over cities at all?  I mean I suppose lives are at 
stake in cities, but house building hardly has any eternal consequences.  Why does God 
even care?  Doesn’t He have more important things to do?  
… 
It turns out the answer is “no,” and there is a two-part reason for this.  The first part is 
simple but incredibly important to get our minds around:  Many people think there are 
spiritual things and unspiritual things – spiritual jobs, and unspiritual jobs.  And so 
driving truck, or plumbing or house building are unspiritual jobs, while pastoring and 
working in non-profits come in substantially above. 
 
And built off this premise we sometimes talk about pastors “feeling the call to ministry” 
(have you heard that?) – this is fine in and of itself, except that we rarely talk about the 
call to plumbing or security guarding.  And this means we are viewing occupations on 
different levels.  Some are spiritual and others aren’t. 
 
But this idea is not one that comes from the Bible.  In the New Testament God makes 
no distinction between what is secular and what is sacred.  So Paul writes: 

Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart, as working for the 
Lord, not for human masters, since you know that you will receive an 

inheritance from the Lord as a reward. It is the Lord Christ you are 
serving. (Colossians 3:23-24) 

 
So whatever your job is, whether you are a police officer or a doctor or secretary or a 
pastor do it knowing that your boss is Jesus.  He’s the one who pays you, work for Him. 
 
And so God very much cares about building houses and defending cities, not primarily 
because these things are important, but because we can do these activities in one of 
two ways – we can do them in a way that works for the Lord, or we can do them in a 
way that has nothing to do with the Lord at all.  But that is true of pastoring as well. 
 
So as you go about your work tomorrow make the conscious decision that your boss 
isn’t sitting at the end of the hall, you’ve actually brought Him with you.  He indwells you 
and empowers you.  And He wants you to do whatever it is He has gifted you to do with 
the increase of His glory and the expanse of His kingdom in as your main goal. 
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I’ve used this before, but in one of my favorite quotes Mother Theresa says: People are 
confused, our jobs are not our vocations.  Our looking like Christ is our vocation.” 
… 
That’s the first part of the reason why God cares about building houses and guarding 
cities – everything we do is spiritual.  The second part of the reason touches on the 
main sin humanity commits – idolatry.  Now there are several angles to idolatry, I’ll give 
you three today.   
 
First, an idol is anything we look to in order to formulate our meaning or bring us joy.  So 
when you meet someone new and are introducing yourself, does your allegiance to 
Christ factor into the conversation, or is it your work, and your hobbies and your family 
that define you?  “Hi, I’m Dan.  I build houses and guard cities.”  If so, these are your 
idols. 
 
Alternatively, if your joy is controlled by what happens at work or at home with your 
family, if you can’t be happy or fulfilled unless you get promoted or are treated a certain 
way by your loved ones, then they have become your god.  They are your source of joy. 
 
So first idolatry happens when we look for meaning or joy outside of God.  Second, 
idolatry happens when we seek peace and tranquility in anything except for God.   
 
So when you get home at the end of the day and are tired from the busyness of life, 
where do you go to revive your spirit?  Do you seek God and His kingdom first?  Or is 
your first thought to go for a run or pour yourself a nice cool beer, or see what’s on 
Netflix?  What revives you? 
 
Now hear me – nothing is wrong with hobbies or beer nor Netflix in and of themselves.  
We need to balance our lives between work and rest.  But these things become sinful 
when we go to them to revive our hearts.  God wants to be our source of life.  He wants 
to be our God. 
 
Now even as you are hearing this there is probably a conversation going on in your 
mind that goes something like this – “Come on, when I get home at the end of the day 
I’m too tired to read my Bible or pray.  It’s all I can do to drag myself to the TV or unless 
I go for a run I can’t think straight – God asks too much if He wants me to make Him 
first.” 
 
But this is actually the oldest lie the devil has in his arsenal.  Namely, if we live God’s 
way we will have less than if we do it our own way.  This was the lie he fed to Adam and 
Eve in the Garden.   
 
“God’s holding out on you, there is something powerful you could get, but you have to 
look outside of God to get it – you could gain the knowledge of good and evil.  If you do 
it God’s way you won’t have this.” 
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And like all lies, the most dangerous are the ones that combine both truth and 
deception.  So yes, there was something Adam and Eve didn’t have.  There was 
something God was keeping from them – that’s true.  But the lie was that if they got 
what God was keeping they would be better off.  The truth was that God had their best 
interests in mind all along. 
 
And so when Adam and Eve took the fruit they did get something they didn’t have 
before, but they didn’t end up with more, they ended up with less. 
 
So the devil says to each of us: Don’t make God the source of your life and restoration.  
You’re tired and it’s too hard, but there’s another way, something easier.  The problem 
is when we follow the devil’s path, while we do get something we didn’t have before, it is 
always less not more.  
 
When we seek God first we find ourselves living in the blessing He designed us for – we 
are in right-relationship with our Creator – but when idolatry reigns God isn’t building the 
house or watching the city, and everything we pursue turns to vanity. 
… 
So first, idolatry happens when we look for meaning or joy outside of God, and second it 
occurs when we turn to other things to restore our souls. 
… 
The third way idolatry enters our picture is when anything other than God becomes the 
most important thing for us.  This is usually what we think idolatry is, and it is something 
that very much happens with houses.  So one of the most North American things to do 
these days is to get yourself the biggest and most comfortable one you can. 
 
So the husband and the wife both work to earn the necessary money, and everything 
else gets sacrificed on the alter of idolatry.  So the marriage suffers, and the family 
suffers.  And they find themselves too busy and too stressed and too anxious to be 
spiritually healthy.  They can’t pray.  They don’t have time for care groups or morning 
prayer or meeting together regularly with other believers.2 
 
If this is the case for you, you’ve bought into the lie that in order to be the happiest you 
can, you need the biggest things you can almost afford.  And the devil has Canada 
wrapped up with this one.  But again when we buy into this lie, while we do end up with 
something else – usually something big – we always end up with less than we would 
have if we did it God’s way.  Friends, the devil always steals joy. 
 
And so as we make our lives about chasing the next nicer and bigger and faster thing 
we continually find that God isn’t in the building.  When we choose not to seek God and 
His kingdom first our stuff becomes our god and we run ourselves ragged pursuing joy 
and fulfillment that we can never catch. 
 
So brothers and sisters, are you living in peace, or have you fallen into the idolatry of 
eating anxious bread? 

                                            
2
 Hebrews 10:25 “And let us not neglect our meeting together, as some people do” 
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… 
If as you look at your life you see short falling in this area – as I sometimes do – the 
next question we find ourselves prone to asking is “How I we get the Lord to build my 
house and watch my city?  How do I get God to bless what I’m doing?” 
 
Have you ever asked that question? 
… 
The problem here is that this question too is owned by the devil; it’s the lie that the 
health and wealth gospel preaches.  The health and wealth gospel says “Put God first, 
and He will bless you.”  And that sounds good, doesn’t it?  “Just put God first, and He 
will bless you.”  But it is an incredibly devious and deceptive lie.  And as the work of the 
devil there is a little piece of truth tied in with a little bit of error, and the result is disaster. 
 
Here’s the lie: You can’t seek God first in order to get His blessing, because when you 
are doing that you are actually seeking God’s blessing first and attempting to use God 
to get it.  The health and wealth gospel is about using God to get what you want. 
 
I’ll serve You God, I’ll pray every day, I’ll give my tithe to the church, I’ll come to Bible 
study and a whole bunch more; and in return I expect You to build my house and watch 
my city.  Can you see the lie? 
… 
Notice again what verse 1 says: “Unless the LORD builds the house, the builders labor 
in vain.  Unless the LORD watches over the city, the guards stand watch in vain.”  Can 
you see that it doesn’t say “Put God first and then He will build your house, seek His 
kingdom and He will guard your city.”  The formula for success is totally absent, there is 
no ultimatum in this text at all!  Do you see that? 
… 
That’s the point.  Seeking God and His kingdom first isn’t the formula for success, 
because then success would be God, and God would be the stepping stone to get it.  
Instead God is the treasure, He is the blessing.  Blessed is the person who gets God! 
 
In verse 2 Solomon goes on: 
 
[Read Psalm 127:2] 
 
Solomon says any work we put into the pursuit of comfort or safety in anything outside 
of God is total vanity.  No matter how badly you run yourself ragged trying catch what 
these idols promise, toiling for food to eat, you will always end up with less.  And that’s 
because when it comes to fulfillment and joy the devil never gives, he always takes 
away.  It is only God who, since the Garden has been saying, live your life My way, this 
is where it is best for you.  
 
And this is the answer that the last line in verse 2 points to.  It says: “for He grants sleep 
to those He loves.” 
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Now there are actually two ways to read this sentence in the Hebrew, and if you look in 
your Bible you will notice a little footnote after “for He grants sleep to.”  And if you follow 
that footnote to the bottom of the page you will see that the second way you can read 
this line is “for while they sleep He provides for those He loves.” 
 
Now both ways to read this are correct, but I actually think the second way fits the 
context of the verse better. 
 
So the first way to read this “For [God] grants sleep to those He loves” implies that God 
helps His beloved rest at night.  And this is certainly precious.  It was only last month 
that I found myself in a week of anxiety and awake every night for hours.  And my only 
solace, and really a desperate one, was to retreat upstairs to the table, my Bible and 
journal, and ask Jesus to give the gift of sleep.  Sleep is one of God’s gifts. 
 
But the second way “For while they sleep [God] provides for those He loves” actually fits 
better with the text as it implies that while we are resting, and so obediently choosing 
not to worry, God is at work blessing His children. 
 
You see this is the incentive to stop rising early and staying up late anxiously toiling 
towards any end.3  The incentive is that primarily God, not our toiling, is the source of 
blessing.  He doesn’t need our efforts to bring it to pass.  In fact, He brings it to us even 
when we sleep.  So rest.  Put your trust in God for provision.  Stop anxiously working for 
your house or your family or your boss or your retirement or your city.  Work for God, 
and rest in the assurance that He provides even while we sleep. 
 
This was certainly Solomon’s experience.  Near the beginning of his reign as king, 
Solomon went to Gibeon to dedicate himself and the nation to God by offering 
sacrifices.  And the scriptures tell us: 

At Gibeon the LORD appeared to Solomon during the night in a 

dream, and God said, “Ask for whatever you want me to give you.” 

Solomon answered… “Now, LORD my God, you have made your servant 

king in place of my father David. But I am only a little child and do not 

know how to carry out my duties…. So give your servant a 

discerning heart to govern your people and to distinguish between 

right and wrong. For who is able to govern this great people of yours?” 

The Lord was pleased that Solomon had asked for this. So God said to 

him… “I will do what you have asked. I will give you a wise and 

discerning heart, so that there will never have been anyone like you, 

nor will there ever be. Moreover, I will give you what you have 

                                            
3
 Paragraph adapted from John Piper’s http://www.desiringgod.org/messages/dont-eat-the-bread-of-

anxious-toil (Accessed August 12, 2016) 
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not asked for—both wealth and honor—so that in your lifetime you will 

have no equal among kings. And if you walk in obedience to me and 

keep my decrees and commands as David your father did, I will give 

you a long life.” Then Solomon awoke—and he realized it had been a 

dream. (1 Kings 3:5-15) 

It was as Solomon was sleeping, after seeking God and His kingdom first, that he 
encountered the provision he desperately needed.   
 
Now of course the promise that God works even while we sleep doesn’t endorse being 
lazy – don’t hear that.  It doesn’t even mean there won’t be times we will need to burn 
the midnight oil.  In Proverbs 31 King Lemuel commends the virtuous woman for doing 
just this – getting up while it is still dark to take care of her family4 – work is good.  But it 
is work for God that God is in.  Work for any other idol leads to anxiety and ultimately 
eternal death.  So work hard, but no matter what work you do, work seeking God and 
His kingdom first.   
… 
In conclusion how do you make sure we are working for God instead of something else, 
especially since outwardly the actions could be identical?  Like if you are plumbing how 
do you know you are plumbing for God not your boss? 
… 
The answer is it’s about the heart so start your work there.  Pray: “Jesus, I want my life 
to bring You glory and increase Your kingdom.” Don’t ask Him to bless you as you build 
your kingdom, ask Him to let you partner with Him in building His.  God is the blessing. 
 
Friends, when we have Jesus, and live our lives to His glory, that’s when we have joy 
and fulfillment and happiness and vitality and tranquillity; when we have Jesus we have 
eternal abundant life that starts now and lasts forever.  Amen? 
 
And so the way to get God is to put Him first.  He gives Himself to anyone who makes 
Him their God, but He resists anyone who attempts to use Him to get what they actually 
want. 
… 
So practically, people who attempt to use God to bless them are concerned about 
tithing.  They give what God requires in the hope He will make it worth their while.  But 
people who are seeking God first know that every dollar they have is His, and so they 
don’t give Him 10% so they can guiltlessly keep 90% with interest, they dedicate 
everything they’ve got to the increase of His kingdom because they know real blessing 
isn’t gaining a bigger house or safer city – blessing is getting God.  
 
People who seek God’s blessing first are focussed on doing as much as necessary to 
get Him to join their projects – the houses they are building and the cities they are 
protecting.  But people who seek God first spend their energy and resources 
determining where He is already at work and then they get on board. 

                                            
4
 Proverbs 31:15 
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People who want to get God’s stuff are filled with anxiety and run themselves ragged 
chasing the fleeting wealth of the world.  But people who seek God and His kingdom 
first find themselves resting in the incredibly lavish provision of God who provides even 
while they sleep. 
… 
I’m certainly far from perfect in this regard, but for a few years now Nikki and I have 
been practicing saying “everything we’ve got is Yours Jesus, we are all in.”  And the 
result has been a hilarious string of events as we’ve watched God provide.  And so 
since we’ve been doing this we’ve continued living frugally and investing wisely – but 
we’ve stopped worrying and refused to make money our god. 
 
So most of you know that Jesus owns a couple rental properties that I manage.  He’s 
the bomb to work for!  But managing renters is a bit like babysitting – no offence if you 
rent, but it seems renters are always complaining about having to pay on time, and as a 
manager you just have to keep on them. 
 
Now our family just took the last two weeks off.  And our vacation happened to go over 
the beginning of the month when rent is due.  And so there is always this thought that 
bounces around in the mind – I wonder who isn’t going to pay rent this month… and I’m 
not going to be able to get on them right away.  Especially because I’m going to be out 
of cell reception for a good bit of the time.   
 
But as we talked about this we decided not to be anxious – after all, it’s all God’s money 
anyway – and when you do this you give God the opportunity to be hilarious.  So two 
days before we went on vacation, right when anxiety about what might happen should 
have been at it’s highest, God sends a letter – As an aside God almost always provides 
for us by mail, so I’m a huge advocate of door to door service.  Anyway, God sent us a 
letter with the ministry of finance listed as the return address and we find out that the 
government of Canada figures we are so poor and have so many kids that it is just 
about going to bankrupt itself to throw us money.   
 
But I don’t work for Justin, I work for Jesus.  And so all my money comes from Him, and 
all of it remains His as long as I’ve got it.  So Nikki and I just looked at each other and 
laughed and went on vacation. 
 
Friends, it’s vanity to rise early and stay up late serving idols which force us to toil to eat 
the bread of anxiety, because God provides for those He loves even while they sleep. 
 


